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is an adrenaline-pumping 16-player single-player and co-op arcade first-person shooter, voted "Game of the Year 2001" by
Gamespot! According to the plot, after the tragic death of General Shibantsev, the government department of Combat Control was
dissolved, and a new chief, Danilov, who was connected with the criminal world and personally participated in the murder of Maxim
Astafyev, was appointed in his place in order to start negotiations with the Asian Empire group. As in the previous parts of the
game, the player will need to fight and survive. Support for the game in Russia is provided by 1C. Players using this Xbox 360 will
receive a version of the game that will need to be installed after purchase in order to enjoy the gaming experience. On February 7,
2007, it became known that the production of the game was suspended indefinitely.Working Designs, the executor of the project,
announced that due to the deplorable financial situation of the company and the removal of the GameNet website, it is facing
bankruptcy. In November 2007, the game's official website was officially closed. At first, War Thunder was described as a simple
shooter for Windows XP. However, 1C denied these rumors. They said that War Through Tanks is a multiplayer game and, like
most big games, there are single missions and multiplayer. Therefore, War Thru Tanks was accepted into the register of
Roskomnadzor. According to the source, Warthunder itself will not use the services of Xbox Live and Xbox apps, as the game will
expose its servers on its own, without Xbox Live. In addition, it is not known whether it will be integrated into Minecraft or other
games. A new website and the next version of the game are under development. This is also stated in a press release from 1-FC -
Gazette of the Gaming Market. Other gaming blogs also confirmed the existence of the game, but added that it could not be called
Wildstar's third (albeit self-made) first-person shooter. A new shooter called "War Through" should be released next year. It is not
known whether War Thowers will be the only one in essence such a project from the first and whether it could be perceived as a
separate shooter. If War Th'through still becomes a separate game, then it will lose its individuality. On May 4, 2009, the day of the
release of War Thu
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